FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Australia’s Migration Alliance partners with Bondle
Australia’s premier body for Immigration Agents has chosen to partner with
Bondle Australia to deliver a unique software to their Members
Sydney, Australia

20 October 2017

Bondle, a leading provider of client engagement software, announced
today that Migration Alliance has chosen Bondle as the preferred client
engagement software for their members.
“We are excited to partner with the Migration Alliance” said Sandeep Rao,
CEO of Bondle Australia. “Migration Alliance provides high quality services
to over 4,500 immigration agents, and we are honored to be their partner
for client engagement software.”
Bondle is an application that facilitates relationships and enhances
collaboration through a unified communication, document, and task
management system. For immigration agents, Bondle delivers full
transparency to their clients, less time spent on administrative activities,
greater productivity, and lower compliance costs.
Bondle works on PCs and any Apple or Android mobile device.
“We have looked at many productivity tools for our members, and Bondle is
by far the most useful” said Liana Allan, Founder of Migration Alliance. “For
immigration agents and their clients, Bondle keeps all case
communications and information organized, auditable and secure.”
Bondle is available in the Apple store, Google Play and at
www.getbondle.com.
About Bondle
Bondle is a software company dedicated to making client engagements
more productive and secure. Instead of trying to organize e-mails by client,
having different folders for each, and trying to maintain multiple versions of
documents, you simply “Bondle” with each client and all of your
communications and documents are organized. Previous versions of
documents are archived, with notes and annotations, and a historical
record of all of your interactions is automatically generated. This means

organization, reporting, compliance, and audit logs are automatically done
by Bondle, not you.
Bondle is part of the Einsights Group with offices in Australia, Singapore,
the US, India and Vietnam. To learn more, visit www.getbondle.com or
follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter. (add links)
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